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A HISTORY OF RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION IN
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA, 1878–1960

Maya Tulip Lorey

A

t home and abroad the City of Berkeley conjures up
images of the Free Speech Movement and antiwar protests, hippies, and today’s espresso-drinking, tie-dye-wearing, Prius-driving
liberals. The city is renowned for its university, famous for the
state’s first socialist mayor, and celebrated for the nostalgic peace,
love, and freedom associated with Telegraph Avenue. Despite
being known for progressive liberal politics and vocal political
correctness, Berkeley’s history tells a much more conventional,
at times conservative, and even racist story.1 The 2000 Berkeley
census confirms that significant differences persist among Berkeley neighborhoods with respect to the racial composition of the
residents; 84 percent of East Berkeley’s residents are Caucasian,
and the majority of Berkeley’s African American population live
in the South and West.2, 3 Acknowledging and symbolically uniting
Berkeley’s long-standing racially divided neighborhoods, Grove
Street was renamed Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard in 1984. For
over half a century, this central thoroughfare had marked the line
above which Asians and Blacks could not live.4 Grove Street’s history
reflects the racist real estate practices and public zoning laws that
developed hand in hand with the City of Berkeley. Beginning at
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the turn of the 19th century, civic leaders and powerful real estate
interests, prominently the Mason-McDuffie Company, made use
of deed restrictions, private covenants, districting ordinances and
zoning laws to keep those not of “pure Caucasian blood” out of
East Berkeley’s residential neighborhoods.5 The enduring legacy
of privately-controlled land development augmented by public
policy resulted in more than half a century of residential segregation in Berkeley, the vestiges of which are still apparent today.
Rapid population growth and economic development in
the first two decades of the 20th century ushered in Berkeley’s
transformation from a largely rural area to an increasingly cohesive
urban city, becoming the fifth largest in California by 1910.6 After
the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, an influx of refugees and new
permanent residents inundated Berkeley, fueling industrial development and homebuilding.7 By 1907, the West Berkeley landscape
was remarkable for paved streets, electric lights, telephones, and
many small factories, including soap and glass works, foundries,
and manufactories of cigars, perfumes, and medicines.8 East
Berkeley was home to the University of California, founded in
1868, as well as the California Theological Seminary, which had
moved to Berkley in 1901, and the Greek Theater, the pinnacle
of Berkeley’s increasing cultural development, which opened in
1903.9 Alongside these intellectual, spiritual and cultural attractions, East Berkeley was the site of newly conceived “residential
parks,” forerunners of today’s gated communities.10
Duncan McDuffie played an essential role in Berkeley’s
real estate and land development, and tirelessly worked to mobilize the City’s first planning efforts. He was also a prominent
political figure who used his influence to preserve and promote
the aesthetic riches of California’s environment. A lifelong conservationist, McDuffie helped establish the California State Parks
system and was a long-term president of the Sierra Club as well as
chair of the Save-the-Redwoods League.11, 12 McDuffie’s commitment to protecting native California beauty was also evident in
his approach to landscape and garden design. In every instance
he strived to integrate all developments and architecture with the
natural contours of the land.13 In keeping with his high standards for
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environmental and aesthetic sensitivity, McDuffie hired Frederick
Law Olmstead, the renowned landscape designer of New York’s
Central Park, to design the celebrated Claremont Hotel gardens
as well as his Claremont Park project, St. Francis Wood development in San Francisco, and his own property within Claremont
Park.14 Through his work McDuffie earned a reputation as one
of the most idealistic community builders of the early 20th century. Nonetheless his record will always be tarnished by the racial
discrimination perpetuated by the Mason-McDuffie Company.
After its founding in 1905, the Mason-McDuffie real estate
corporation began buying up large land tracts in Berkeley with
the intent of establishing private residential developments.15
Guided by the ideal of “private residence parks,” McDuffie sought
to develop high-end subdivisions featuring state-of-the-art homes
and exquisite parks.16 Between 1905 and 1948, the company conceived, built, managed, and sold tracts throughout East Berkeley
and the surrounding hills.17, 18 By 1916 McDuffie’s company was
already “Northern California’s largest real estate brokerage and
development corporation” and over the next 30 years 100,000
people would settle in Mason-McDuffie Co. neighborhoods.19, 20 In
a 1950 corporate brochure promoting the company’s “Controlled
Developments,” the advertising copy vaunts their unparalleled
success: “during the more than 65 years of this company’s continuous activity, it has played a major role in shaping the residential
character of the San Francisco Bay Area.”21 What the brochure
does not mention is that the agency’s “shaping of residential
character” was a product of racially-restrictive property deeds and
covenants that controlled all aspects of property use and acquisition within its subdivisions.22 The Mason-McDuffie Co. relied on
race-restrictive covenants to protect the firm’s ongoing financial
investment in the property they managed and sold.
The promotional material for the Mason-McDuffie Co.’s
first subdivision, Claremont Park, portrays a suburban haven secured by private restrictions meant to assure community sanctity.
The pastoral drawings and dreamy text of the 1905 “color pamphlet
and map” for prospective investors is addressed to a fictitious “San
Francisco businessman.”23 The advertising copy suggests that Cla-
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remont Park will release him from the “smothering” conditions of
the city and the “advancing tide” of undesirable “flats or shops.”
In contrast to such uncontrollable threats, a home in Claremont
Park would offer an ideal lifestyle for the “happy healthy growth of
his children—out of doors! out of doors!” and assure the crucial
bottom line of ever-increasing property value.24 The corporate
conditions governing Claremont Park’s pastoral promise specified not only what structures could be built on the land, but set
a property price that effectively established the development’s
class standards. The $2,500 to $4,000 minimum on each parcel
ensured the homogenous nature of the developing community,
a social engineering mechanism true to what the pamphlet calls
a “a pre-figured plan” of “enlightened forethought.”25 Further
stipulating that only single-family dwellings were permitted, the
Claremont Park Company contract with buyers cautioned that if
a business or multi-family dwelling was established in violation of
said policy, the property and land rights would be confiscated and
returned to the Company effective immediately.26
While the deed and covenant restrictions alluded to in
the Claremont Park pamphlet are cloaked in euphemisms, the
Mason-McDuffie Company makes clear in its legal contracts that
only higher-income Caucasian buyers are welcome. During the
early 20th century it was common practice for deeds to contain
clauses specifically banning minorities; the Mason-McDuffie Co.’s
policies were therefore in accord with the legal and cultural context of the time. As articulated by professor Clement E. Vose of
Wesleyan College, 1959:
Racial restrictions varied in language, but their constant objective had
been to make localities ‘more attractive to white people.’ The clearest
phraseology devised to express this purpose was found in a restriction which excluded ‘any person other than of the Caucasian race.’
Such persons have been referred to as ‘of Negro descent,’ ‘of African,
Chinese, or Japanese descent,’ and of the ‘Negro or African race.’27

The standard legal form of the Mason-McDuffie Co. indentures
conforms to Vose’s example of the “clearest phraseology” meant
to fulfill the “constant objective” of excluding all non-whites from
property ownership. Drafted between 1905 and 1911, the Mason-
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McDuffie Co. race-restrictive covenant uniformly states as its final
condition: “if prior to the first day of January 1930 any person
of African or Mongolian descent shall be allowed to purchase
or lease said property or any part thereof, then this conveyance
shall be and become void….”28 Carrying the condition forward to
1930 indicates the Company’s desire to control not only the racial
composition of the insipient Claremont Park community of 1910
but to engineer and guard the social culture of the “residence
park” for decades to come.
The third covenant carried by the Mason-McDuffie Co.’s
deeds likewise furthered racial homogeneity by prohibiting the
operation of businesses in their subdivisions. The property agreements forbade all forms of commerce not only for the purpose
of protecting residential tranquility, but also to exclude Chinese,
Japanese and Irish Catholic populations whose businesses such
as laundries, food production, and saloons were often conducted
in or nearby their homes. As civic planning expert Marc Weiss,
Ph.D. explains, in California during the late 19th and early 20th
centuries “laundry regulation was a clear-cut proxy for Chinese
exclusion from certain Caucasian neighborhoods.”29 The “express
conditions” of the Mason-McDuffie Co.’s indenture dictate these
restrictions:
If prior to the said first day of January, 1930, any trade, business, or
manufacturers of any kind, or anything of the nature thereof, shall
be carried on or conducted upon said real property…or any saloon
shall be maintained or conduced upon said premises, then this conveyance shall be and become void and the entire estate title…shall
forthwith cease and terminate and the title in and so said premises shall
therefore at once revert to and vest in the Claremont Park company.30

While protecting residential neighborhoods from potentially
disruptive industry or trade businesses was undoubtedly essential,
such protections only existed for upper-class Caucasian residential
developments such as Claremont Park.31
Legal exceptions to Mason-McDuffie Co. deed restrictions
were difficult to procure, requiring written consent from the
corporation, all property owners, and the Claremont Improvement Club. The case of the Place sisters, who petitioned in 1912
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to change the conditions of their 1906 deed in order to found “a
private school for minor children” on their property, illustrates
that race restrictions were intrinsic to concerns regarding property
use. Strikingly, the Place Sisters’ revised deed, signed by Duncan
McDuffie, grants permission for the school but specifies:
Said premises may be used for school purposes by the said Belle
Place and Elisabeth Place as a private school for minor children of
sound mind, on the further condition that during school hours the
pupils attending said school shall be kept within the boundary lines
of said premises and that no children of African, Mongolian or Asiatic
descent shall be admitted to said school.32

Enforcement of racial covenants is of the uppermost concern
even when the perceived threat arises from the possible trespass of
“minor children.” Permission to amend property use restrictions
was first and foremost contingent on affirming the intransience
of the racial restrictions governing the Claremont Park development. But such tight control over property use was a product of
the private agreements governing subdivisions and did not extend
to the municipal jurisdiction. The possibility that the MasonMcDuffie Co.’s developments and financial interests could be
negatively impacted by lax municipal control over surrounding
neighborhoods led Duncan McDuffie to lobby for new land-use
policies in Berkeley.33
In 1914, McDuffie organized the Berkeley City Club to initiate the Civic Art Commission with the purpose of influencing the
quality and scope of the city’s development. In a well-documented
public lecture on “The Development of Real Estate Districts,”
McDuffie urges the implementation of new forms of regulation
and oversight powers by city leaders in the interest of effectively
governing the “subdivision of property” in Berkeley.34 McDuffie’s
scope of concern in recommending the creation of city districts
showed prudent foresight, as did his creation of the Civic Art Commission to oversee the districting process. In anticipating future
contingencies that could negatively impact the quality of life for
residents, McDuffie adopts a cautionary tone; he warns of incursions
“which may one day be inside its [East Berkeley’s] boundaries.”
McDuffie’s language relies on an antagonistic spatial metaphor
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that presupposes a conflict between “inside” and “outside”—in
other words, desirable and undesirable residents and residential
cultures. The City of Berkeley, in consideration of the “interest of
all its people,” should, according to McDuffie, protect the power
of real property developers and current homeowners. He commends the superior enforcement power facilitated by a private
public partnership; in his words the city “must supervise private
restrictions and adopt municipal restrictions.”35, 36 Without the
addition of new districting ordinances and city zoning policy, the
Mason-McDuffie Co.’s subdivisions were vulnerable to changes in
neighborhoods bordering their own but not subject to the deeds
and covenants carried in their contracts.
The Civic Art Commission’s high intentions commenced
in 1915 with the hiring of world-renowned German architect
Werner Hegemann to develop plans for land use in Berkeley and
Oakland. Based on one of McDuffie’s survey maps of existing
development in Berkeley’s residential East and industrial West, in
his Report on a City Plan for the Municipalities of Oakland & Berkeley,
Hegemann identifies a geographical dividing line between the
opposing sides of the city. As illustrated in his 1915 proposal and
map, Hegemann recommended that a contiguous chain of parks
be established across Central Berkeley—in his words, a “Midway
Plaisance”—to create a boundary permanently separating the City’s
principal districts.37 This noteworthy aspect of Hegemann’s work
with McDuffie and fellow city planning activist Charles Cheney
supported the Civic Art Commission’s goal of incorporating pragmatic yet aesthetic city planning while prioritizing the protection
of the East’s residential sanctity.38 As the Commission ultimately
could not fund the full extent of Hegemann’s proposals, including
the “Midway Plaisance,” they devoted their financial and lobbying
resources towards what proved to be their most pressing concern:
that of city zoning aimed to achieve the same results.39, 40
With the passage of the City Planning Enabling Act, authorized by the California Legislature in 1916, Duncan McDuffie
concentrated his efforts on establishing the first zoning ordinances
in Berkeley. In an address recorded in the March 1916 Berkeley
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Civic Bulletin, McDuffie argues that “protection against the disastrous effects of uncontrolled development” with the “so-called
zone system,” will prove “of vital importance to every citizen of
Berkeley.” To support his view McDuffie cites the significance
of landmark municipal zoning ordinances in Los Angeles. In
particular, McDuffie extols Los Angeles’ success against Chinese
laundries: “the fight against the Chinese wash-house laid the basis
for districting laws in this State, and Los Angeles has the honor
of having been the first important city in the United States to
adopt a districting ordinance.”41 Indeed, as in Los Angeles, the
perceived threat to residential neighborhoods in Berkeley stemmed
mainly from deeply ingrained anti-Chinese sentiment.42, 43 Racial
bias against Chinese residents was further justified by California
Supreme Court decisions from the 1880s to the 1913 Hadachek
decision that legally sanctioned anti-Chinese zoning laws employed
in the state. By upholding the discriminatory Los Angeles zoning
ordinances, the California Supreme Court set the precedent that
marked the beginnings of widespread adoption of zoning ordinances as a form of public control.44
With the passage of Berkeley districting Ordinance No.
452 N.S., the efforts of McDuffie through the auspices of the
Civic Art Commission became public policy enforceable by the
Berkeley police department. Ordinance 452 N.S. was first applied
to Elmwood Park, a subdivision bordering on McDuffie’s and
thus posing a threat outside his control.45 The Elmwood district
was designated for only single-family residences; the Ordinance
made it “unlawful to carry on certain trades or callings,” and as it
happened the legislation was expedited “to prevent a prominent
negro dance hall from locating on a prominent corner.”46, 47 W.L.
Pollard, of the Los Angeles Realty Board and the California Real
Estate Association, stated in his “Outline of the Law of Zoning
in the United States,” 1931, that in the first decades of the 20th
century, racism like that evident in the application of Ordinance
No. 452 N.S. was the general rule rather than the exception motivating early zoning efforts:
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It may sound foreign to our general ideas of the background of zoning, yet racial hatred played no small part in bringing to the front
some of the early districting ordinances which were sustained by
the United States Supreme Court, thus giving us our first important
zoning decisions.48

Public zoning ordinances used to maintain residential segregation, however, became more problematic after 1917 when the
United States Supreme Court ruled in the Buchanan v. Wareley
decision that municipalities could no longer zone for purposes
of race separation. With public agency curtailed—public zoning
restrictions still furthered segregation, albeit not explicitly—the
real estate industry responded by strengthening private covenant
restrictions.49
When in 1919 the Civic Art Commission presented its Proposed Comprehensive Zone Ordinance For the City of Berkeley, California to
the City Council, the stated intent of the proposal was “to ensure
the permanency of character of districts when once established,
to stabilize and protect property values and investments.”50 Over
the next decade, the Mason-McDuffie Company would fulfill the
goals of the 1919 ordinance through a joint strategy of legal zoning
laws and ever more explicit private racial restrictions governing
their subdivisions. By 1929, the standard Mason-McDuffie Co.
indenture would stipulate:
No part of the said lands now owned by the said Property Owners…
shall ever be used or occupied by any person or persons of other
than pure Caucasian blood. In the case persons of other than pure
Caucasian blood are employed upon the premises as nurses or in
domestic service by a person or persons of pure Caucasian blood,
this agreement shall not apply.51

The 1929 deeds carry residential segregation interminably forward in anticipation of the imminent expiration in 1930 of the
racial covenants on the original 1905 indentures. Moreover, the
Company’s racial exclusions were further distilled to include
only those of “pure Caucasian blood.” The Mason-McDuffie Co.’s
policy was in keeping with nationwide private planning methodology as described in Helen Monchow’s 1928 book, The Use of Deed
Restrictions in Subdivision Development. Monchow’s text outlines the
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common use of racially-restrictive covenants, specifically those
“directed against those persons not of the Caucasian race” as a
means of private planning created and enforced by “community
builders,” home owners associations, and real estate boards such
as the National Association of Real Estate Boards.52 The “enforcement” arm of the 1929 Mason-McDuffie Co.’s deed restrictions,
what Monchow identifies as the “home owners association,” was
the “Claremont Improvement Club, Incorporated, owner of the
reversions, and authorized and empowered to enforce the penalties for breach of restrictions.”53
A 1935 pamphlet advertising the Mason-McDuffie Company’s new subdivision, the Berkeley View Terrace, headlines racial
“restrictions” next to “taxes” and “surroundings” in describing the
essential features of the development.54 Laid out in a question-andanswer format, the promotional material incongruously juxtaposes
the assertion “only persons of Caucasian race may reside in the
district except in the capacity of servants,” with “electric, water,
and telephone lines are already established.”55 At the opening
of the Berkeley View Terrace—promoted by General Electric’s
“New American Home” campaign—the 1935 Mayor of Berkeley
“pledged his support” in a public letter, celebrating the development’s prominence as a model for new neighborhoods across
America.56 Twenty years previously the company had genteelly
chosen to use euphemisms to allude to their racially restrictive
deeds in the promotional material for Claremont Park. Clearly
the passage of time only heightened the social acceptability of
unambiguously racist practices. Ironically, the Mayor genuinely
extols “the progressive character of the people of this country”
in his letter.57
After May 3, 1948, when the Supreme Court’s landmark
Shelley v. Kramer decision ruled that racial covenants on real estate
could not be enforced through the courts, the Mason-McDuffie
Co. reacted by immediately altering the wording but not the sentiment of their restrictive covenants. A letter found in the company
archives reveals a prominent shareholder’s apprehension regarding the implications of the case. Written to Duncan McDuffie’s
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successor, M.G. Reed, the letter from his secretary warns that
Mr. York is “anxious to see you regarding the ‘colored clause’ in
the restrictions.”58 The 1949 promotional material published in
the Berkeley Gazette for Arlington Manner, the subdivision being
developed at the time of the Shelley v. Kramer decision, was unlike
that of Berkeley View Terrace. The pamphlets could only allude
to the perpetuation of intended residential segregation as it was
officially illegal yet still socially enforceable. The property brochure
reassures prospective buyers that the subdivision is governed by
“protective covenants that safeguard future values, and assure
good neighbors.”59 The revised 1948 Declaration of Restrictions
for the Mason-McDuffie Co. contract reads:
…It is the purpose of Declarant by provisions hereof…to restrict the
use and occupancy of said property to persons of a cultural status
conducive to the creation and estimation of congenial friendship and
fraternization between and among the occupants of said property,
and in general to provide for and maintain well-designed and highquality improvements upon said property and therefore to maintain
and enhance the values of investments.60

What was once “Caucasians Only” became “persons of a cultural
status” after the Supreme Court’s ruling; a use of euphemism
demonstrated the Mason-McDuffie Company’s intent to continue
shaping the demographics of its subdivisions.
Although it was legal for black families to purchase homes
in once racially-restricted subdivisions like Claremont Park after
Shelley v. Kramer, the real estate agencies of the Bay Area found
ways to discourage buyers from crossing long-established dividing
lines. In 1961, Berkeley Law Students who were members of the
Committee on Discrimination in Housing conducted a study to
determine how active a role Berkeley real estate agencies, including the Mason-McDuffie Co., played in perpetuating residential
segregation by neighborhood. They found that individual real
estate agents had been scripted to dissuade and deceive buyers
interested in listings from the “wrong” neighborhood.61 Realtors
repeatedly warned white buyers that “investment in a negro or
transitional area was risky” and that they would not want their
children attending schools “overrun with negro children” with
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whom they would have to “associate.” Conversely, realtors told
“negro” couples that the listing they were interested in did not
exist, and if the couples offered proof, quoted “higher prices to
negroes than to whites for the same property.” They also only
showed listings for houses out of the couples’ stated price range
and often demonstrated “abrupt and discourteous conduct toward
the applicant,” further “claiming that the owners refused to sell
to negro buyers.”62 The business practices of the real estate agencies reflect how deeply-ingrained residential segregation was in
Berkeley even more than half a century after the Mason-McDuffie
Co.’s first deed was signed.
Carefully divided into distinct residential developments,
the “ideal” aesthetically-pleasing communities developed by the
Mason-McDuffie Co. created some of Berkeley’s most beautiful
neighborhoods, while simultaneously building a benighted legacy
of segregation. An in-depth analysis of independent primary sources
documenting practices of real-estate development, public policy,
and urban planning in early 20th century Berkeley reveals the origins of residential segregation, and offers insight into the divided
racial demographics that persist even today. The Mason-McDuffie
Company’s idyllic vision for Berkeley included the desirability
of homogeneity, which was realized through racial segregation
and enforced by deed restrictions and covenants. For more than
40 years, the Mason-McDuffie Company, the Berkeley Planning
Commission, and many influential Berkeley community members
such as McDuffie himself, together made use of key mechanisms
to ensure both immediate and lasting segregation. Early private
actions, most significantly the Mason-McDuffie Company’s restrictive covenants of the early 1900s, combined with complementary
public policies, such as the passage of City zoning ordinances,
affect and haunt Berkeley to this day: it seems residential segregation, divisions of class and race, remain so tightly-woven into the
fabric of our city that it will take more than radical liberalism to
unwind it. Next time you drive down MLK, take BART from the
Ashby Station, or workout at the Club at the Claremont, consider
Berkeley’s legacy of residential segregation, how far we have come,
and how far we have yet to go.
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